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Introduction
There is consensus within Moving Forward that autonomous vehicles (AVs) will have a transformative
effect on our transportation system and future mobility. AVs will increase transportation options, likely
save countless lives by reducing traffic accidents and make our travel time more productive. AVs also
have the potential to change the how we design and build our city and how we use travel data to
improve our transportation infrastructure. There is less certainty, however, around when this
transformation will ultimately take place and how it will play out. Of particular interest to Middle
Tennessee is future research on whether AVs can reduce traffic congestion. Many cities are concerned
that AVs could increase the number of single- or no occupancy vehicles on the road and worsen
congestion if they are not used in a shared mobility model (where multiple users share one autonomous
vehicle). The use of AV technology to aid with the “first mile” and “last mile” challenges of getting
passengers to traditional transit stops and the use of AV shuttles to supplement traditional transit are
both intriguing models being considered by AV manufacturers and by cities alike. Moving Forward is
convinced that AV technology can be a supplement to mass transit, but transit investment is needed to
move the sheer volume of current and future Middle Tennesseans around the region.
Wishing to think proactively about autonomous vehicles and their role in our mass transit system,
Moving Forward included connected and Autonomous Vehicle technology (AVs) in its 2016 report. Over
the past year, the AV Subcommittee has researched potential applications for AV technologies in Middle
Tennessee. This research includes a review of AV policy and practice in peer cities and states, an
examination of the companies planning to use AV technology, the current use of AVs in Tennessee and
suggestions for advancing AV in the Nashville region.
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This summary of research and findings is divided into four parts:
Part I – Peer City/State Research and Guidance from the National Stage: Research peer and/or
aspirational cities and states to determine what they are doing to prepare for AVs; review the
guidance coming from the federal government and national groups.
Part II – Company Research: Review of enterprises demonstrating innovation in AV
technologies.
Part III – Current State of Affairs Locally, Regionally and at the State: Determine what levels of
local government are doing to prepare for autonomous vehicles, including in Nashville/Davidson
County, the Middle Tennessee region, and the State of Tennessee.
Part IV – Recommendations to the Regional Leadership: Summarize findings and
recommendations for the Middle Tennessee region.
This research begins from the following assumptions regarding connected (Level 5) and fully
autonomous vehicle (Level 4) technologies:
•

AVs will be transformative, increasing transportation options for Middle Tennesseans, including
for the elderly and disabled.

•

It is thought that AVs will save thousands of lives and billions of dollars’ worth of time and
damages, as well as freeing up public resources currently dedicated to attending to car
accidents.

•

AVs – combined with other changes in transit and shared use mobility – have the potential to
change how we build our cities in terms of site and building design, reducing the need for
parking as an underutilization of prime developable land.

•

AVs will change what information we have about drivers and their trips, allowing cities to better
understand how road infrastructure is used and how it can be put to better, more efficient use.

As AV technology continues to undergo testing across the globe, these assumptions will be tested. Of
particular interest to Middle Tennessee is future research on whether AVs can reduce traffic and
congestion. Many cities are concerned that AVs – if not used in a shared mobility model – could increase
the single- or no-occupancy vehicles on the road and worsen congestion.
There are still many unknowns, as evidenced by the fact that none of the cities researched for this work
look to connected and autonomous vehicles as a sole solution for improvements to their transit systems.
All of our case study cities agree, that this transformative technology is coming and they must prepare
to capitalize upon it. It is in that spirit – the inevitability of the release of this game-changing technology
– that the Autonomous Vehicle Subcommittee presents this summary report.
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Part I: Peer City/State Research and Guidance from the National Stage
City Research
Subcommittee members conducted research on numerous peer and aspirational cities. The summary of
our findings are included in Exhibit 1 below. The exhibit is followed by more detail on a selection of
pioneering cities and how they are incorporating AV into their transit plans.
Exhibit 1 lists common features among cities seeking to integrate AVs into transportation and transit
systems, including:
•

•
•
•
•

•

Institutional Involvement: Many of the peer cities in our review have partnered with the listed
educational and research institutions to help with the development and/or funding of AV
technologies.
Government Involvement: Several of our peer cities received monetary and/or legislative
assistance from state and federal governments, as listed below.
AV Enterprise Involvement: This column shows private enterprises that are pursuing AV testing
and/or have launched AV technologies in these peer cities.
Vision for AV/Stated Use: Many of our peer cities have announced a specific use case for AV
uses in their transit systems, as stated in the chart.
Corridor Testing: One strategy used by peer cities is to slowly roll out AV technologies by
assigning specific testing corridors for AV use case testing, including interstate systems or local
thoroughfares and districts.
Smart City Finalist: The U.S. DOT Smart Cities Challenge spurred cities to think critically about
connected and autonomous vehicles, but there are cities that applied – and some that didn’t –
that are leading the way on AV.
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Pioneering Cities
Columbus, OH – Columbus is the largest city in the U.S. without some form of rail transit. The Central
Ohio Transit Authority (COTA) is currently finishing the COTA NextGen regional transit plan, which will
include light rail and bus rapid transit. The state of Ohio and city of Columbus are also encouraging and
supporting technology advancements for connected and autonomous vehicles.
In the summer of 2016, Columbus was announced as the winner of the highly competitive Smart City
Challenge by the U.S. Department of Transportation. The Smart City Challenge asked mid-sized cities for
an integrated, first-of-its-kind smart transportation system that would use data, applications, and
technology to help people and goods move more quickly, cheaply, and efficiently. There were 78
applicant cities including Nashville. The award provides $40 million to Columbus, which Columbus can
pair with more than $90 million that has been offered by private-sector partners.
Columbus’ Smart City Challenge plan includes the following a driverless car fleet of six vehicles and three
fixed-route shuttle routes connecting shops, office parks, and commercial warehouses. These test AVs
will be monitored by COTA with two of the three routes to start and end at the Transit Authority’s
transit center. Columbus will build a 3,600 square foot facility to house all of the vehicles equipped with
charging stations. Columbus plans to begin its work in mid-2017, with an expected completion within a
year. In the Columbus plan, human interaction would only be needed for safety and maintenance
inspections, and there will be on-demand service for vehicles during off-peak hours and for emergencies
Partnerships across the private and public sectors are a hallmark of connected and autonomous vehicle
research in Ohio. The Transportation Research Center in East Liberty, Ohio, which is the largest
automotive test track and proving ground in the country not owned by an automaker (4,500 acres of
road courses and a 7.5-mile oval for testing at high speeds), is receiving $45 million in state grants to
update the testing AV. The center partners with Ohio State University
In late 2016, Governor Kasich committed $15 million from the state to fund improvements to the 35mile Northwest U.S. 33 Smart Mobility Corridor connecting Dublin and the Transportation Research
Center; the money will go toward building a fiber-optic network to support connected and autonomous
vehicles, which will instantaneously link researchers and traffic monitors with data from embedded and
wireless sensors along the roadway. The three counties impacted by this route also collectively
contributed $6 million from a federal grant. Work to install sensors and fiber optic network is scheduled
to begin in May 2017. A self-driving truck operated by San Francisco-based Otto has already traveled
this 35-mile track.
The Smart Mobility Corridor is a key component of the state’s new Smart Mobility Initiative, a
collaborative effort between the Ohio Department of Transportation, the Ohio Department of Public
Safety, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Case Western Reserve University, University of Cincinnati,
University of Dayton, Wright State University, The Ohio State University, Transportation Research
Center, and Ohio Turnpike and Infrastructure Commission.
Denver, CO – Denver is included in the subcommittee’s list of cities to watch due to the impressive
public-private partnerships at work in Denver, the region and the state, and the results that these
partnerships are generating.
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RoadX is an initiative launched by the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) with a $20 million
investment in 2016 and an additional $12 million in 2017. It is intended to create public-private
partnerships to harness technology to address the state’s infrastructure challenges with the goal of
making roads crash-free, injury-free and delay-free. At the core of RoadX is an understanding that
connected and autonomous vehicles will change the way Coloradans move around the state.
CDOT has convened a RoadX InnoVisers Council to guide the integration of technology into Colorado's
transportation system, tapping public and private industry innovators, and advisors from within the
state, across the nation and worldwide. Publicly appealing to all stakeholders for support.
At the local level, in Denver, Mayor Michael B. Hancock announced new developments like smart street
lights and autonomous shuttles to be added to two areas of Denver using an autonomous shuttle
developed by EasyMile in France.
One interesting private-public partnership in the Denver region is with Panasonic, which moved its
Enterprise Solutions technology hub to the Denver Airport area in 2014 (selecting it among 21 other
cities). Panasonic plans to build a “smart city” called Pena Station Next at its transit stop on the line to
Denver. Panasonic is a trailblazer in building connected transportation and developing smart cities in
Japan. Panasonic knew no one in Denver, but Mayor Hancock reached out to Panasonic about working
together. The development of Pena Station Next includes Xcel Energy providing the smart electricity
grid, Panasonic paying for the batteries, and local developer L.C. Fulenwider is overseeing the Pena
Station Next development master plan and attracting hotels, retailers, and commercial and residential
development to the project.
Panasonic is also working with CDOT to test self-driving vehicles on 90 miles of Interstate 70. CDOT plans
to convert the shoulder lane of I-70 to an autonomous vehicle lane.
Houston, TX – Houston’s Transit Agency (METRO) has an Office of Innovation leading the research in,
and planning for, connected and autonomous vehicle technology as it relates to transit. The Office of
Innovation’s mission is to “Seamlessly and successfully guide METRO into the future by identifying,
evaluating, and implementing leading-edge concepts and technologies that will continue to improve
regional mobility and keep METRO services relevant in a changing transportation culture.”
The community’s vision for connected and autonomous vehicle technology is clear – the potential
benefits include improved safety, cost savings, greater first/last mile connectivity, increased highcapacity transit, increased mobility, and improved quality of life. The community is focused on testing
with implementation first in controlled areas, then for first mile/ last mile service to other
transportation network modes. The community is interested in the use of AV for bus platooning as well,
but sees it as a supplement to – not a replacement of – conventional transit.
Laws in Texas allow for open road testing of AV. Testing in the Houston area will be led by the Texas
Automated Vehicle Proving Ground Partnership, of which METRO is a member. The Partnership is led by
Texas A&M University Transportation Institute in partnership with University of Texas, Austin, and the
Southwest Research Institute. The purpose of the Partnership is to develop AV technology, provide a
network of test sites, and to be a network for sharing AV information.
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Potential testing includes autonomous braking, bus platooning, and safety applications for
demonstration in of AV in HOV lanes and university campuses among other locations.
Portland, OR – Portland is demonstrating innovation around connected and autonomous vehicles in
several arenas. With regard to planning, the region’s MPO is studying implications of the technology
now, but still pursuing transportation investments along multiple corridors with light rail, bus rapid
transit and with projects to address freeway bottlenecks. Portland is particularly interested in the use of
AV for first and last mile connectivity to increase transit ridership. The city is taking steps to link AV
technology to shared mobility where multiple people would share one autonomous vehicle, as Portland
does have concerns that AVs could lead to more single occupancy or even zero occupancy trips.
Portland and the state of Oregon have numerous projects and programs underway to research and
understand how AV can be part of the transportation solutions for the region.
The Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (TriMet, which includes Portland) won a
Federal Transit Administration Mobility on Demand Sandbox grant for Open Trip Planner Shared Use
Mobility (OTP SUM). This tool will add to current transit planning functions to incorporate ridehailing
and bike share connectivity. Already, OTP supports connections to transit by bike. Under the sharedfleet model of AVs, OTP SUM would continue making efficient connections to transit.
A light rail corridor project to the southwest portion of the Portland region is considering serve PCC
Sylvania – a community college located a mile from the station. One alternative to be considered is an
AV shuttle between campus and station.
Oregon’s 511 transportation information system called TripCheck includes a web site showing real time
conditions of the transportation system. Funding has been provided to the Oregon DOT to interview
private industry to create data stream usable for app developers to connected vehicles. Signal phasing
and timing plus geometry and lane characteristics of intersection were identified as useful information
from interviews with the private sector. A vehicle system could stop idling at intersection, knowing there
are 60 more seconds of a red light, for example. The Oregon DOT and the Portland region are interested
in what infrastructure will be needed to serve connected and autonomous vehicles and how data will be
shared, etc.

San Francisco, CA – As in Portland, San Francisco continues to build out its fixed guideway projects
including commuter rail, light rail and bus rapid transit. The many transportation agencies at the state,
regional county and city are int3erested, however, in harnessing the connected and autonomous vehicle
technology as soon as practical to complement the traditional transit network. Also, as in Portland, the
Bay Area appears interested in linking AV efforts to shared mobility to increase ride sharing as a
sustainability tool.
The Bay Area has multiple testing facilities including the Contra Costa Transportation Authority’s (CCTA)
work with the Contra Costa County Test Bed at the GoMentum Station, a 5,000-acre test facility with
over 19 miles of paved roads. Many private sector engineering and manufacturing companies and
vendors are involved with testing at this site. Meanwhile, Waymo, a self-driving technology company, is
testing at the Google Campus. Since its launch in Google in 2009, Waymo has logged over two million
self-driven miles.
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On the public sector side, the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) recently awarded a
$1 million grant to design and test an electric AV shuttle on Treasure and Yerba Buena Islands. SFCTA is
also performing emerging technology studies under FTA grants for pilot projects to test emerging shared
mobility services internally within San Francisco.

State Research
Significant information is available via the National Conference of State Legislatures as related to AV
laws and rules. NCSL reports that since 2012, 41 states and D.C. have considered legislation related to
autonomous vehicles and 18 states ultimately enacted legislation. The map below illustrates the states
that have enacted AV legislation. Among our peer states, subcommittee members found two to be
worthy of discussion, Michigan and Florida. These two states’ programs are discussed below.
Exhibit 2 – States with Enacted AV Legislation
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Michigan – Michigan has taken several steps to attract AV testing and implementation starting with
exploring connected vehicles with vehicle-to-vehicle communication and vehicle-to-infrastructure
communication. From 2011 to 2014, Ann Arbor, Michigan was host to the U.S. Department of
Transportation Safety Pilot Model Deployment – a program to test vehicle-to-vehicle technology and
needed support.1 The deployment allowed NHTSA to determine the efficacy of the applications and
support future NHTSA decision-making. The program tested vehicle-to-vehicle communications in 73
lane miles from August 2012 to August 2013.
Following this study, Michigan announced a partnership in 2014 with Ford, GM and the University of
Michigan to create vehicle-to-infrastructure communication on more than 120 miles of Metro Detroit
roadway.
On the legislative front, Michigan is well ahead of Tennessee. In 2013, Michigan passed a law that
allowed testing of autonomous vehicle technology on some roads in the state, but only with a driver
present in the car. In 2016, the state enacted legislation to that allows AV to operate on any road in
Michigan as well as legislation to allow automated platoons of trucks, and legislation permitting
networks of autonomous vehicles that can pick up passengers.

Florida – Florida is also leading the way with the Florida DOT’s Florida Automated Vehicles (FAV)
program.2 The FAV program includes public education, stakeholder engagement, and research and pilot
projects. FAV’s research projects range from considering how AV can aid aging populations in
maintaining their mobility, to considering how AV can impact transportation and land use planning, to
exploring the application of AV in platooning vehicles to move freight. FAV’s pilot projects include
project a using connected technology to reduce traffic accidents and another pilot project looking at
connected and autonomous vehicle technology’s applications to movement of freight.
Florida is also ahead of Tennessee regarding state legislation and regulation. Florida was the second
state to allow testing of AVs on public roads, adopting this legislation in 2012. Since that time, Florida
has updated its AV testing laws, addressed liability in case of accidents and addressed platooning for
freight movement.

National AV Policy and Guidance
Many stakeholders believe that national policy guidance on connected and autonomous vehicles is
needed to create a transparent, level playing field for this quickly changing technology. The National
Highway and Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) issued a policy for the safe development of
highly autonomous vehicles (HAVs). The policy includes four parts: vehicle performance guidelines,
model state policy, NHTSA’s current regulatory tools and possible new regulatory actions NHTSA
believes could be helpful in ensuring the safe deployment of HAVs.
1

Safety Pilot Model Deployment – Test Conductor Team Report. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
June 2015. https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/812171safetypilotmodeldeploydeltestcondrtmrep.pdf
2
Florida DOT web page for Florida Autonomous Vehicle (FAV) program - http://www.automatedfl.com
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The National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) has also published a policy on
Autonomous Vehicles. Key points include: emphasis on how AVs can improve safety, the importance of
incentivizing and prioritizing shared AVs and electric vehicles, using AVs to build on broader planning
and land use goals, using AV to support mass transit in less dense areas, emphasizing how AVs could
improve mobility/access equity, rethinking how AVs will impact how we fund transportation and
considering how AVs will allow management and repurposing of existing right of way.

Part II: Company Research
In addition to new players in the automotive industry such as Tesla, Apple and Google, many of the
older, traditional car brands are pursuing AV technologies. Exhibit 3 below shows a list of companies
that have publicly stated they will be pursuing AV technologies and their timelines for the expected
launch of Level 4 (fully automated self-driving, but not connected) autonomous vehicles.

Exhibit 3 – Stated Market Release of Fully Autonomous Vehicles

Every company listed in the timeline has begun testing and many, including Tesla, Uber, Waymo and
Local Motors, have already publicly released many of the early features that will advance into fully
autonomous feature sets. The listed companies have collectively logged several million miles of fully
autonomous, real-world testing. Some of the leading AV companies and their current efforts include:
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Waymo, which was spun out as an independent company from Google in 2016, has
logged over 2.5 million miles of fully autonomous driving in real-world settings.

Local Motors, a Knoxville-based car manufacturing company that uses state-of-theart 3D printing equipment to build cars in a matter of hours, has already launched
Ollie, a low-speed, fixed route autonomous bus, in cities across the U.S and Europe.

Tesla has publicly released several of its autonomous features in its current line of
Model S cars and Model X SUVs, including Autopilot, which steers cars without
assistance in highway driving.

Uber has launched real-world autonomous test cars across Pittsburgh, where much
of their technology team is located. They have also released a fleet of test vehicles in
Arizona.

GM announced in early 2017 that they will release 300 self-driving cars through their
Lyft brand in 2017. With a local presence in Tennessee, and newly adopted legislation
paving the way for manufacturers to release AVs in Tennessee, Nashville is a prime
candidate for an allotment of these vehicles.
To make reparation for the recent VW emissions scandal, VW was ordered to spend
$4.7 billion on programs that will progress low-emission vehicle technology
innovation. The state of Tennessee has access to and should utilize this capital to
pursue AV technologies.

While public release of fully autonomous features (Level 4) range from one to five years away, every
company listed above has begun testing, and many, including Tesla, Uber, Waymo and Local Motors,
have already publicly released many of the early features that will advance into fully autonomous
feature sets.
While the focus of most cities and states has been on cars with AV technology, the University of Nevada
Reno’s Living Lab Coalition has recently welcomed Proterra, a US-based manufacturer of battery
operated buses, to the coalition. While the initial focus of the coalition’s work will be on creating
algorithms that attempt to address the complexities and challenges that face buses in their daily routes,
Proterra has committed to working on an autonomous bus pilot project with the Regional
Transportation Commission of Washoe County, which provides bus service for Sparks and Reno, Nevada.
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Part III: Current State of Affairs
With a clear picture of what is going on across the U.S. in peer cities and states, and an understanding of
which companies are actively involved in producing AV technologies, we can now compare those efforts
to what has been pursued in Nashville. Following the review of local progress, Part IV addresses
recommended next steps.

Local – Metro Nashville/Davidson County

In Metropolitan Nashville and Davidson County, Mayor Barry released Moving The Music City, a
transportation action agenda for 2017-2020 in May of 2017. Moving The Music City includes initial
thoughts on the city’s vision for autonomous vehicles stating, “AVs are coming to American cities, but in
Nashville we want them to be shared, electric and carefully integrated to buttress mass transit…”
Although Nashville was not successful in securing grant funds under the 2016 U.S. DOT Smart Cities
initiative, Mayor Barry’s smart cities taskforce, Connected Nashville, continues to explore integration of
AV in greater detail. Connected Nashville’s “Smart Mobility” group will soon release draft
recommendations for public comment including:
!
!
!
!

!
!

Continuing work with the state to create safety and registration policies for the manufacturing,
testing and operation of AV.
Working with industry leaders to test AVs traveling in urban contexts on fixed routes.
Establish partnership with fixed-line transit with first mile/last mile connection via AV.
Implementing a prioritization of modes for people movement by making transportation system
decisions according to the following ordered list: 1) walking, 2) bicycling, 3) transit, 4) fleets of
electric, fully automated, multiple passenger vehicles, 5) other shared vehicles, 6) low or no
occupancy vehicles, fossil-fueled non-transit vehicles.
Evaluating the potential impacts of AV on traffic and travel by modeling parking, right of way
allocation and management and development impacts.
Plan for and pilot right of way technology that anticipates the communications and navigational
needs of AV.3

More information can be found here: http://www.nashville.gov/Government/Connected-Nashville.aspx.
Finally, Nashville’s efforts on connected and autonomous vehicles are aided by two national
partnerships. Nashville is participating in Transportation for America’s Smart Cities Collaborative where
resources, strategies, and best practices around smart cities are shared between participants. Nashville
is active in the data analytics/performance measures group and the shared mobility group. The
collaborative also contains an AV component, providing an opportunity to learn from peer cities.
Nashville was also selected by the Bloomberg Philanthropies as one of five global cities to participate in
an autonomous vehicle initiative. The initiative is expected to connect Nashville with Bloomberg
resources that will enable our city to pursue AV utilization in our transit system. The city is currently
determining how it will coordinate those resources for use with an AV plan.

Regional – Nashville Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) Activities

The Nashville Area MPO’s 2040 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), Middle Tennessee Connected,
emphasized the importance of advances in technology in transportation. As vehicles and infrastructure
3

From presentation given by Keith Durbin, Chief Information Officer and Director of Metro ITS Department, at Tennessee
Department of Transportation conference in late May 2017.
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become increasingly connected, the MPO will work to coordinate the various systems and technologies
to ensure the transportation experience in Middle Tennessee remains as efficient and seamless as
possible. The MPO understands that corridors will be reimagined to utilize the integrated technologies
such as AVs, and that connectivity provides opportunities to improve traffic operations, increase safety,
and grow productivity.
The Nashville Area MPO’s regional parking study, Enhancing Parking in Middle Tennessee (to be released
in 2017), examines how the introduction of AVs will impact parking needs. Shared AVs will serve people
more efficiently, lowering the number of cars on the roads, and reducing the need to supply parking at
current levels. Existing parking garages may be repurposed for housing or commercial spaces, and
remaining AV garages will pack in 60% more vehicles than conventional garages.

Statewide – Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) and the State Legislature

For several years, TDOT has studied connected and autonomous vehicles, with a clear, early
understanding that these are transformative technologies. TDOT has used the process of strategic
foresight to develop potential future scenarios for how AV could expand in Tennessee. This exercise
helps TDOT prepare for future technologies even if the particular path for the technology and its
adoption isn’t completely clear.
TDOT sees its role as facilitating the conversation around connected and autonomous vehicles and
creating partnerships and pilot programs that will advance the technology. TDOT seeks to foster
communications and information sharing so that work in one area of the state can be reviewed and
applied elsewhere in Tennessee. The Smart City Challenge – to which Chattanooga, Nashville and
Memphis all applied – stimulated discussion throughout the country and throughout Tennessee,
creating a collaborative climate that is good for technological advances.
As the largest owner/operation of Tennessee’s roadway network, TDOT must proactively prepare for
future transportation technologies. Traditional roadway projects take seven to ten years for delivery
from planning to construction. With the pace in which new technologies are advancing, the time is now
to consider their impact on the roadway infrastructure. TDOT has actively engaged original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) in connected and autonomous vehicles to help support agency decision making.
TDOT is pursuing four objectives to prepare Tennessee for connected and autonomous vehicles:
!
!
!
!

Researching technologies
Forming partnerships with OEMs
Developing pilot programs
Actively collaborating with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), local jurisdictions, and
technology companies

In the near term, TDOT – in partnership with the FedEx Research Institute – hosted a
Connected/Autonomous Vehicle (C/AV) Summit in Memphis in late May 2017. The summit is intended
to understand what is being developed, strengthen partnerships among the sectors, and result in
actionable items.
Finally, state legislators continue to debate and adopt legislation at the state level to keep Tennessee at
the forefront of regulation to welcome AV.
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Part IV: Recommendations to the Regional Leadership
Moving Forward recognizes autonomous vehicle technology as one piece of the transportation solution
needed by our region. In our 2016 report, Moving Forward recommended that MTA/RTA’s nMotion
transit plan include guidance on how autonomous vehicles could be incorporated into the region’s
transit service strategy. While nMotion referenced autonomous vehicles and the Moving the Music City
action plan hints at a vision, neither Nashville/Davidson County nor the surrounding counties have
offered a comprehensive vision for how autonomous vehicles can complement the transit system and
add to transportation choices for residents. The 2016 Moving Forward report also recommended that
local jurisdictions work with AV manufacturers to identify “AV testing corridors” in the region. This has
not occurred.
These missing pieces put our region further behind in capitalizing on AV technology. With consideration
of the current efforts and resources available in the region, and with a sense of urgency based on our
findings from peer cities and states, Moving Forward offers the following suggestions for incorporation
of AV in transportation and transit planning:
Let’s get something going! Many peer cities are undertaking pilot projects to get AV on the roads.
Nashville should undertake a pilot through one of the two transit studies underway - the Downtown
Mobility Plan or the upcoming Gallatin Pike Transit Study. The Downtown Mobility Plan could include a
'transit innovation zone;' such as a pilot project to convert one or more of the Downtown Circulator
shuttles to an autonomous shuttle or a pilot to use AV technology for first mile and last mile access to
transit. Within the 'transit innovation zone,' innovative, technology-focused projects should be
supported by a small pool of local funding to support minor infrastructure improvements, as well as an
expedited path to launch with little red tape for project approval. Alternately, the Gallatin Pike Transit
Study could include a pilot for use of AV technology for first mile and last mile access to transit.
In April 2017, the City of Knoxville announced it will launch a driverless trolley in a controlled
environment by the fall of 2017 using Local Motors’ Ollie autonomous buses. Future use will expand as
testing is conducted to assess safety and operational parameters. This is technology that is in place and
should be considered for use in a “Transit Innovation Corridor” or for conversion of a Downtown
Circulator shuttle to AV technology.
Create a vision. Many peer cities are clear in how they seek to use connected and autonomous vehicles,
such as for first mile/last mile trips or through fixed route autonomous shuttles. In this capacity, AV
technology could prove especially helpful for youth, the elderly and low-income residents in reducing
barriers to use of the region’s mass transit system. The initial thoughts on an AV vision for Nashville are
found in Moving The Music City and in Connected Nashville, but the vision needs to be fleshed out. This
could be a charge of the new Division of Transportation in Metro Public Works: to evaluate emerging
technologies and articulate how they can be deployed to advance the mobility goals and objectives of
the city.
Include AVs in future planning. Metro should consider emerging technologies such as AVs, and the
infrastructure needed to support them, in all transit planning. In addition, if AVs are primarily used in a
shared mobility sense then there will be diminished need for parking and valuable
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land can be better utilized. This is just one example of how AVs could disrupt land use planning and
urban design. Connected Nashville calls for evaluating the potential impacts of AVs on traffic and travel
by modeling management and development impacts, right of way allocation and
parking. Moving Forward supports this action.
Public-private partnerships. Nashville and the Middle Tennessee region have private sector leaders and
institutions of higher learning that are engaged in AV and are ready to invest. The city should reach out
to them to let them know they can work on AV right here in their own back yard.
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